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Context

The polyhedral model is a collection of techniques developed around a common intermediate representation of programs: integer polyhedra. Such a mathematical representation of programs inherits nice structural properties. For instance, when loop transformations are represented as affine functions, compositions of transformations are also affine functions due to their closure properties.

The polyhedral representation was linked to loop programs by an analysis proposed by Feautrier [1]. This analysis provides exact dependence analysis information where statement instances (i.e., statements executed at different loop iterations) and array elements are distinguished. The exact dependence information obtained through this analysis and the use of linear programming techniques to explore the space of legal schedules [2] is what constitutes the basis of the polyhedral model for loop transformations.

\[
\text{for } (i = 0; i < N; i++) \\
\quad \text{for } (j = i; j < N; j++) \\
\quad S: \ A[j] = f(A[i], A[j]);
\]

(Figure 1 – An example of polyhedral representation. Loop nests that fit the polyhedral model can be viewed as mathematical (constraint-based) objects, which can also be visualized geometrically.

Figure 1 illustrates the polyhedral representation with an example. The statement S is executed approximately \(\frac{N^2}{2}\) times during the execution of this loop. The triangular region expressed as a set of constraints, called the domain of S, represents this set of dynamic execution instances. Accesses to array A from each of these statement instances can be succinctly captured through affine functions of the loop iterators. The dependences are also expressed as a function between two statement instances. The key insight is that although the specific dependences at a statement instance may differ, they are all captured by a function due to the regularity in the control flow. The figure illustrates dependences for two instances, where one of the dependences \((i, i \rightarrow i, j)\) has different lengths depending on the instance.

The “traditional” use of polyhedral techniques in optimizing compilers typically focuses on loop transformations. PLuTo [3] is a now widely used push-button tool for automatically parallelizing polyhedral loop nests that tries to optimize locality in addition to parallelization. There is also significant work in data layout optimization for polyhedral programs where analyses are performed to minimize the memory requirement [4]. Polyhedral techniques for loop transformations are now adopted by many production level compilers, such as GCC, IBM XL, and LLVM.

Recently, polyhedral techniques are being applied to many different areas besides loop transformations. One natural application of automatic parallelization techniques is in verification of given parallelizations where the tools take parallelized programs as inputs, and use polyhedral analysis to guarantee the absence of parallel bugs [5, 6]. Another application of scheduling techniques is in synthesis of ranking functions for proving program termination [7].
Subject

Although the polyhedral model provides strong analysis capabilities with many different applications, its main limitation is its applicability. The program must have regular control flow, and in addition, it has to be fully affine. Specifically, loop bounds, array accesses, and if conditions must be affine functions of the surrounding loop iterators and runtime constants.

In previous work [7], we demonstrated that abstract interpretation is one key to encode non regular flows, and used it to prove termination of general flowcharts programs. In this particular work we want to go a step further and express the whole polyhedral domain in a more general formal framework where the syntactic restrictions are replaced by over-approximation.

The candidate will work on expressing the concepts of the polyhedral model in a more general setting that should permit to use classical tools from abstractions to logic solving. The expected result is a unified "model" for reasoning about program flows like in the polyhedral model, namely:

— Loop iterators as elements of an abstract domain;
— Dependencies between read statements, and write statements of cells of arrays as relations between elements of different abstract domains.
— An algorithm to compute and store an over-approximation of dependencies, implemented in a prototype.

The candidate should have knowledge in Abstract Interpretation and other formal methods such as SMT-solving and perhaps rewriting.

Remark: This internship proposal is the first step of a more general research project financed by the National Agency of Research (ANR) and for which we already have a PhD funding.
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